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Abstract. Sensitive data is available online through web and distributed
protocols that highlight the need for access control mechanisms. System designers write access control policies to represent conditions on
accessing data. Access control policies can contain anomalies (redundancy, inconsistency, irrelevancy, and incompleteness) that can lead to
security vulnerabilities. Detecting anomalies in large and complex policies is challenging due to the lack of effective analysis mechanisms and
tools. In this paper, we introduce a formal tree-based policy modeling
technique to represent, update, and analyze access control policies. Based
on the proposed formal policy modeling, we propose an anomaly detection technique. Our approach focuses on Attribute Based Access Control
(ABAC) policies as they are widely adopted. Also, they can provide high
flexibility and enhance security and information sharing. The effectiveness of our policy modeling and anomaly detection technique has been
demonstrated through experimental evaluation.
Keywords: Access Control Policies · Security · Attribute Based Access
Control · Policy Modeling · Policy Anomalies · Anomaly Detection and
Resolution.
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Introduction

With the massive growth of online data ranging from web interfaces to web services, access control has become a critical part of systems. Access control policies
are used to control which users (e.g., human, process, application) have access
to which protected resources (e.g., databases, files) for performing which actions
(e.g., write, read) under which environment conditions (e.g., time, location). A
vital requirement to assure correct enforcement of access control policies is that
policies have high qualities. Weak policies lead to conflicts at the policy enforcement phase that can result in availability issues (i.e., rejecting a legitimate user
to access a resource) and security problems (i.e., allowing an illegitimate user
to access a resource) [20]. Different methods (including matrix, event calculus,
mathematics, and tree) have been used as policy modeling techniques to represent, update, and analyze access control policies [16]. However, these methods
were developed in the network, EXtensible Access Control Markup Language
(XACML) [3], and Role Based Access Control (RBAC) [25] domains rather than
the Attribute Based Access Control(ABAC) [15] domain.
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Access control policies can contain different types of anomalies. One of the
critical problems of ABAC policies is redundancy detection and removal. Redundancy can be considered as an anomaly when the response time of access
requests relies on the number of policies to be parsed. It affects the performance
of policy evaluation. Redundancy detection and elimination is an optimized solution to improve the performance of policies as they are growing fast in size
and complexity. In a policy set, multiple policies might overlap which means one
access request matches more than one policy. In addition, policies conflict with
each other which means that the policies not only overlap but also yield different
decisions. This issue is referred to as inconsistency.
Irrelevancy and incompleteness are other problems with ABAC policies. Irrelevancy refers to a situation that a given policy is not suitable for any users’
request. Incompleteness refers to a scenario when the current policies cannot
cover an access request. In an access control system, it is important to assure
that the access control policies do not result in permission leakage to unauthorized principals. For instance, an incomplete policy might lead to granting access
to an intruder unintentionally. Detecting and removing irrelevant and incomplete
policies can considerably enhance the security, performance, and usability of the
system.
Anomaly detection in large and complicated policies is not easy as there are
not enough effective analysis mechanisms and tools. Policy anomaly detection
has attracted the attention of many researchers [1], [35], [13], [6]. Different policy
analysis tools such as FIREMAN [1], Firewall Policy Advisor [35], FAME [13],
and Capretta et al. [6] have been developed that focused on detecting firewall
policy anomalies. They may not be directly applied to ABAC policies as some
policy anomaly analysis mechanisms still need improvement [2]. Policy fields
should be considered as a whole piece; while most of the existing approaches
detect pairwise policy anomalies. Furthermore, ABAC policies can be multivalued while the firewall policies are specified by fixed fields.
In this paper, we propose an access control policy modeling technique that
includes a formalization of policy anomalies (redundancy, inconsistency, irrelevancy, and incompleteness). The technique adopts a tree data structure to represent ABAC policies. The policy tree maintains different information about users,
resources, actions, environments, effects, and policy ids. Based on this modeling
technique, policy anomalies are detected. We attempt to develop an approach
not only for accurate anomaly detection but also for efficient anomaly resolution
that checks if policies permit legitimate users to reach their goals and whether
policies prevent intruders from reaching malicious goals.
The major contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
– The formalization of policy anomalies (redundancy, inconsistency, irrelevancy, and incompleteness) for the ABAC model.
– The design and implementation of the tree-based policy modeling for representing, updating, and analyzing access control policies.
– The design and implementation of anomaly detection and resolution techniques according to the anomaly formalization and policy modeling.
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We deal with the lack of a large real dataset of ABAC policies to evaluate
the proposed model. For this purpose, we generate different datasets of ABAC
policies for experimental purposes. The experimental results show that our approach is efficient to detect anomalies in large-size policy sets. In addition, our
approach simplifies policy insertion, modification, and deletion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 overviews the ABAC
model. Section 3 describes the policy anomaly formalization, access control policies modeling, and policy updating. In Section 4, we present anomaly mitigation
techniques (detection and resolution). In Section 5, we discuss the experiments
and analyze the results. Section 6 presents the related work. Finally, Section 7
outlines conclusions and future work.

2

Overview of ABAC

In what follows, we provide background information about the Attribute Based
Access Control (ABAC) model and define notations for ABAC attributes. The
ABAC model has been used for over two decades and different ABAC-based
models have been developed. The flexibility features of ABAC make it a powerful
access control model to promote security.
ABAC attributes. Attributes are the basic unit of ABAC policies:
User attributes: Attributes that describe the characteristics of a user. Let U
be a finite set of users and Attu is a finite set of user attributes. The value of
attribute a ∈ Attu for user u ∈ U is represented by the function du (a, u). Some
user attributes have a single value and some contain multiple values. Single value
attributes (Attu,1 ) have a unique value for each user (e.g., user id), and multiple
value attributes (Attu,m ) are a set of single values (e.g., university courses).
Resource attributes: Attributes that describe characteristics of resources. Let
R be a finite set of resources and Attr is a finite set of resource attributes. The
value of attribute a ∈ Attr for resource r ∈ R is represented by the function
dr (a, r).
Environment attributes: Attributes that represent the current states of system environments (Attenv ) such as time, date, and date-time. The environment
attributes help in achieving dynamic access decisions. In addition to providing
more fine-grained access control, the value of attribute a ∈ Attenv for environment env ∈ Env is represented by the function denv (a, env).
There are users, user attributes, resources, resource attributes, actions (i.e.,
operations on resources), environments, environment attributes, conditions, and
effects (decisions). The simplest form of a policy instance in ABAC is a tuple:
< U, Attu , du , R, Attr , dr , action, Attenv , denv , condition, ef f ect >. The following grammar can specify a policy:
policy ::=< expression [; expression], ef f ect > expression ::= u.Attu = val |
r.Attr = val |
u.Attu = r.attr |
action = val |
env.Attenv = val
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ef f ect := P ermit | Deny
Attribute hierarchies. We consider hierarchies in user, resource, and environment attributes of ABAC [5], [26], [19] that can enhance access control
flexibility and attribute management. This hierarchy can be a tree or forest
without cycles. Hierarchy can be written as att that implies if attribute values
of a child node are assigned to a user (resource or environment), all the attribute
values of its parent nodes are acquired by the user (resource or environment).
Moreover, we assign a code to each node indicating the hierarchical position of
each node that can facilitate the searching of the hierarchy tree.

3

Policy Modeling

In this section, policy anomalies are illustrated and formalized for ABAC policies.
Then, the structure of the policy modeling that is necessary for policy analysis
is described along with the complexity of the model in terms of time. Our policy
modeling makes policy updating (insertion, modification, and deletion) more
efficient as described in this section.
Table 1. ABAC Sample Policies.
Policy Description
<r.type=budget; u.projectLed=r.project; action=write; Permit>
P1 A project leader can write the project budget.
<r.type=schedule; u.projectLed=r.project; action=read; Permit>
P2 A project leader can read the project schedule.
<u.project=r.project; r.type=schedule; action=read; Permit>
P3 A user working on a project can read the project schedule.
<u.adminRole=auditor; r.type=budget; u.project=r.project; action=read; Permit>
P4 An auditor assigned to a project can read the budget.
<r.type=budget; u.projectLed=r.project; u.department=dep1; action=request; Permit>
P5 The project leader of the department of “dep1” can request to know the budget
of a project assigned to her.
<u.adminRole=auditor; r.type=budget; u.project=r.project; u.department=
dep security; action=read; Deny>
P6 An auditor assigned to a project of the department “dep security” cannot read
the budget.

3.1

Formalization of Policy Anomalies

We formalize policy anomalies (redundancy, inconsistency, irrelevancy, and incompleteness) that are utilized for policy analysis. For illustration, we use some
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sample policies (from [34]) that are shown in Table 1 (with the description for
each policy). These policies focus on project management that controls access
by the project leaders, department managers, employees, contractors, auditors,
accountants, and planners to manage tasks, schedules, and budgets.
1) Redundancy anomaly (RED). Redundancy indicates similarities among
policies. The policies may not exactly match but every field in one policy is a
subset of or equal to the corresponding field in another policy. Detecting and
removing redundancies can help in decreasing the policy set size and enhancing
policy evaluation performance. An access control policy Pj is redundant if and
only if
∃ Pi ∈ ACP.
Pi .Attu u Pj .Attu ∧ Pi .Attr r Pj .Attr ∧ Pi .action = Pj .action∧Pj .Attenv ⊆
Pi .Attenv ∧ Pj .condition ⊆ Pi .condition ∧ Pi .ef f ect = Pj .ef f ect.
For example, P2 in Table 1 specifies that a project leader can read the project
schedule and P3 specifies that any user working on the project can read the
project schedule. Therefore, P2 is redundant in the case of the project leader.
2) Inconsistency anomaly (INCON). Inconsistency refers to a situation
when there are at least two policies that conflict with each other. Reducing the
number of inconsistencies can mitigate the need for conflict resolution activities.
Consider access control policies Pi and Pj . These two policies are inconsistent if
and only if
Pi .Attu u Pj .Attu ∧ Pi .Attr r Pj .Attr ∧ Pi .action = Pj .action ∧ Pj .Attenv ⊆
Pi .Attenv ∧ Pj .condition ⊆ Pi .condition ∧ Pi .ef f ect 6= Pj .ef f ect.
As an example, P4 specifies that an auditor assigned to a project can read the
budget, while P6 specifies that an auditor assigned to a project of the department “dep security” cannot read the budget. P4 and P6 are inconsistent.
3) Irrelevancy anomaly (IRR). Irrelevancy refers to a scenario where a policy
is never triggered or required for any kind of access request. An access control
policy is irrelevant if and only if
@ reqi ∈ Req | reqi .Attu ⊆ P.Attu ∧ reqi .Attr ⊆ P.Attr ∧ reqi .action =
P.action ∧ reqi .Attenv ⊆ Pi .Attenv ∧ reqi .condition ⊆ Pi .condition.
As an example, P5 indicates that a project leader of the department “dep1” can
request the budget of a project assigned to her. However, this policy is irrelevant
as a team leader already has access and can write to the budget of a project
assigned to her based on P1 .
4) Incompleteness anomaly (INCOM). A set of access control policies is
incomplete when an access request cannot be covered by the current policies. A
set of policies is incomplete if and only if
∃ reqi ∈ Req | reqi = (attui ∈ Attu , attr i ∈ Attr , ai ∈ action, attenv i ∈
Attenv )@ P ∈ ACP | reqi .Attu ⊆ P.Attu ∧ reqi .Attr ⊆ P.Attr ∧ reqi .action =
P.action ∧ reqi .Attenv ⊆ Pi .Attenv ∧ reqi .condition ⊆ Pi .condition.
As an example, assume a contractor working on a project asks for information
about the project budget, but there is no policy to address the request.
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Fig. 1. The Policy Tree Structure for ABAC Policies.

3.2

Policy Modeling Structure

In this model, access control policies are represented by a single-rooted tree
named policy tree. The policy tree prepares a simple representation of access
control policies that makes the policy updating and anomaly detection technique
easier (that will be discussed in the next section). This is a scalable representation
for the analysis of access control policies. The tree is a type of decision diagram.
As shown in Figure 1, the first level of the tree is action nodes that represent all distinct actions of the system. Each action node points to the second
level of the tree containing resource nodes. Then each resource node points to
environment nodes in the third level of the tree. Each environment node points
to the fourth level of the tree containing user nodes. Each user node can have
one or two leaf nodes depending on effect and condition values. The leaf nodes
contain a counter variable (that shows the frequency of policy definitions) and
policy ids. The policy ids indicate a policy that is represented by that path and
other policies that might be in anomaly with it.
To compute the time cost of constructing a policy tree, we consider the number of policies (n) and the number of node fields (p), where p = max(numu , numr ,
numa , numenv ). N umu , numr , numa , and numenv are the number of user nodes,
the number of resource nodes, the number of action nodes, and the number
of environment nodes, respectively. The time cost of building a policy tree is
O(nlogp n) and the time complexity of inserting a policy in the policy tree is
O(logp n).
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Algorithm 1 Policy Tree Construction and Policy Insertion.
Input: policy tree, new policy, updating type
node ← policy tree.root
type ← nil, current node ← nil
Output: policy tree
1: for each component ∈ new policy.components do
2:
type ← nil
3:
for each fnode ∈ node.children do
4:
if updating type = Insert then
5:
if component = fnode then
6:
current node ← fnode
7:
type ← equal
8:
break
9:
end if
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
if type = nil then
13:
for each fnode ∈ node.children do
14:
if updating type = Insert then
15:
if component ⊃ fnode then
16:
fnode left ← Add node (fnode, left)
17:
Insert (fnode left, component)
18:
current node ← fnode left
19:
break
20:
else if component ⊂ fnode then
21:
fnode right ← Add node (fnode, right)
22:
Insert (fnode right, component)
23:
current node ← fnode right
24:
break
25:
end if
26:
end if
27:
end for
28:
end if
29:
if current node = nil then
30:
node ← Insert (node, component)
31:
end if
32:
node ← current node
33:
if component.type = effect OR nodel.level=5 then
34:
Increase counter value of the path ()
35:
Add the policy id to the leaf node (component.policy id)
36:
end if
37: end for
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Policy Updating

Policies are written by system administrators and updated (inserted, modified,
and deleted) occasionally. To insert a new policy into the policy tree, the tree
nodes are searched and compared with the new policy components to find an
appropriate position in the tree for the new policy as shown in Algorithm 1.
If a node is exactly matched with the policy components (reaches the effect
node), the counter value increases, and the policy id is added to the leaf node
(lines 38-41). Otherwise, a node is added and the component is inserted (lines
12-33). The ordering of policies is crucial when policy components are a subset
or superset of corresponding fields of the policy tree. Otherwise, the ordering is
insignificant. In the case of disordered policies, some policies might not be used
at all. When a policy component is a superset of a node (lines 12-22), the policy
component is inserted in a node that is added right before the subset node. If a
policy component is a subset of a node value (lines 23-33), the policy component
is inserted in a node that is added right after the superset node. To modify or
delete a policy in a policy tree, a similar process is applied to the policy tree. In
case of deletion, the corresponding node is updated by decreasing the counter
value and removing the policy id. If the counter value reaches zero, the path is
deleted from the tree.

Algorithm 2 Anomaly Detection in the Policy Tree.
Input: policy tree
RED ← {} , IN CON ← {} , IRR ← {}
Output: RED, INCON, IRR
node ← policy tree.root
1: for each fnode ∈ node.children do
2:
if fnode = “Permit” OR fnode = “Deny” then
3:
if fnode.counter = 0 then
4:
IRR ← fnode
5:
else if fnode.counter > 1 OR Number of (fnode.policy id) > 1 then
6:
RED ← fnode
7:
end if
8:
else if fnode.level = 4 then
9:
P 0 ← fnode.children
10:
if there exists pi ∈ P 0 AND pj ∈ P 0 such that pi .ef f ect 6= pj .ef f ect then
11:
INCON ← fnode
12:
end if
13:
end if
14: end for
15: Return RED, INCON, IRR
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Anomaly Mitigation

Policy anomaly formalization and policy modeling for the ABAC model is developed to achieve the goal of effective anomaly mitigation (detection and resolution) as described in this section.
4.1

Anomaly Detection

The policy tree construction and update (described in Section 3.3) may avoid
initiating anomalies in the system. They check for anomalies in the insertion
time and store information (counter value, policy id) in leaf nodes that can help
to identify anomalies. However, anomalies that may still exist in the policy tree
can be detected by Algorithm 2.
The algorithm detects anomalies of access control policies by traversing the
policy tree from the root to the leaf nodes. One simple approach to detect redundancy, inconsistency, and irrelevancy anomalies in the policy tree is to keep
track of the counter variable (described in Section 3.2). If the counter value of a
path is zero, it means that the policy was not referenced at all, and the policy is
irrelevant (lines 3-4). If the counter value of a path is more than one, it means
that the policy was defined several times and the policy is considered as a redundant policy (lines 5-7). If a user node has more than one child node, the policy is
considered inconsistent (lines 8-12). Information about the corresponding policy
ids is stored in the leaf node of the tree that can help to find anomaly policies in
the policy set. Incompleteness anomalies cannot be detected by the policy tree
as they can be detected by analyzing transactions (i.e., actions executed) in the
system.
Algorithm 3 Policy Inconsistency Detection and Removal.
Input: Pi , Pj
1: if Pi .ef f ect 6= Pj .ef f ect then
2:
if Pi .Attu ⊆ Pj .Attu ∧ Pi .Attr ⊆ Pj .Attr ∧ Pi .action ⊆ Pj .action ∧
Pi .Attenv ⊆ Pj .Attenv then
3:
uk = (∀uf ∈ Pj .Attu ) − (∀ug ∈ Pi .Attu )
4:
Update(Pj , uk )
5:
rk = (∀rf ∈ Pj .Attr ) − (∀rg ∈ Pi .Attr )
6:
Update(Pj , rk )
7:
ak = Pj .action − Pi .action
8:
Update(Pj , ak )
9:
envk = (∀envf ∈ Pj .Attenv ) − (∀envg ∈ Pi .Attenv )
10:
Update(Pj , envk )
11:
else if Pj .Attu ⊆ Pi .Attu ∧ Pj .Attr ⊆ Pi .Attr ∧ Pj .action ⊆ Pi .action ∧
Pj .Attenv ⊆ Pi .Attenv then
12:
Repeat lines 3-10 with swapping indexes i and j.
13:
end if
14: end if
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Anomaly Resolution

To have an anomaly-free policy tree, the detected anomalies (described in Section 4.1) should be resolved. Redundant policies can be safely removed that boost
the runtime performance of the policy evaluator. Our policy tree can identify redundant policies at the insertion time simultaneously (described in Section 3.3).
To detect a list of redundant policies in the policy tree, all the tree paths are
traversed to reach the leaf nodes. When the leaf node contains more than one
policy id, the policy is identified as redundant.
Eliminating policy conflicts by modifying policies is an intuitive solution by
policy developers. However, it is remarkably difficult because of the following
reasons [14]. The chance of conflicts in ABAC is high as it contains hundreds
or thousands of policies. Conflicts are complicated; one policy may conflict with
more than one policy. Moreover, in the distributed application, policies might
aggregate. More than one administrator might maintain policies. Changing a
policy might not resolve conflicts correctly, while it might modify the policy’s
semantics. The inconsistency issue can be addressed by eliminating the corresponding policies or limiting their applicability.
A policy might have an unintentional wide scope and cover policies that
should be defined separately. The algorithm for inconsistency detection and removal is presented in Algorithm 3. Given two policies, the similarities between
policy components (user attributes, resource attributes, actions, and environment attributes) are identified. In the case of similarity, redundant attributes
are removed from the superset policy. In the case of irrelevancy, the service recommends deleting irrelevant policies. Incompleteness can be satisfied by adding
incomplete policies or extending existing policies to cover incomplete policies.

5

Experimental Evaluation

The primary goal of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our policy modeling and anomaly detection. As data sets may contain sensitive information, organizations are reluctant to share real-world policy sets. We
perform our experiment on the project management policies adapted from [34]
(described in Section 3.1) and extend it to support our work.
We create five synthetic datasets of policies (referenced as DS1, DS2, DS3,
DS4, DS5) for the above-mentioned project management with different numbers
of attributes and policies. Each policy can contain multiple users (maximum m),
resources (maximum n), actions (maximum l ), and environments (maximum k )
and each one can have several attributes. Each user is uniformly and randomly
assigned multiple attributes (maximum r ). Similar to the user, each resource is
uniformly and randomly assigned multiple attributes (maximum s). Likewise,
each environment can have (maximum t) random attributes. The effect of each
policy is uniformly and randomly selected as either Permit or Deny. Hierarchical relations between user attributes, resource attributes, and environment
attributes are created. To generate user attribute hierarchies, some (about a
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quarter) of the user attributes are selected as parent nodes and the rest of the
user attributes are considered child nodes. The child nodes are appended to
the parent nodes. Similarly, resource and environment attribute hierarchies are
generated. The anomaly detection algorithm is implemented in Java 11. The experiments and analyses were performed on an Intel Core i7 1.99 GHz processor
with 16 GB of RAM and they do not require any specific architecture support.
Based on the above-mentioned parameters, we generate all combinations (referenced as P ) of the users, user attributes, resources, resource attributes, actions,
and environment attributes for each dataset. Other techniques (human experts)
are used to identify true anomaly types (RED, INCON, and IRR) of each policy. The anomaly type is used in the evaluation part (described in the following
paragraphs). Then, a subset of P refers to Q is uniformly and randomly selected
(referenced as Q ⊂ P ). This subset of policies is used for evaluating the anomaly
detection technique. The policies might not be based on the specific real-world
case study. However, they are intended to be analogous with policies in the application domain. Our modest size dataset can present the effectiveness of our
algorithm as they contain anomalies that we discussed. In addition, they are
complicated since each rule has lots of structures.
Table 2. Access Control Policy Datasets.

|U |
| Attu |
|R|
| Attr |
| Env |
| Attenv |
|Q|

DS1 DS2 DS3 DS4
DS5
50
100
150
200
250
4
8
7
5
9
1000 2000 3000 4000
5000
5
6
4
7
8
10
20
30
40
50
7
5
6
4
8
50000 250000 500000 750000 1000000

Table 2 summarizes the size of sample datasets in terms of the number of
users (| U |), the number of user attributes (| Attu |), the number of resources
(| R |), the number of resource attributes (| Attr |), the number of environments
(| Env |), the number of environment attributes (| AttEnv |), and the number
of randomly selected policies (| Q |). To assess the efficiency of our anomaly
detection technique, we report accuracy, precision, recall, and False Positive
rate defined as follows:
Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(1)

TP
TP + FP

(2)

P recision =
Recall =

TP
TP + FN

(3)
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Fig. 2. Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and FPR Values Using the Datasets.

Fig. 3. Average Building Time and Analysis Time per Policy.

FP
(4)
FP + TN
Our techniques must achieve high accuracy, precision, and recall and a very
low False Positive rate to be usable in practice. Policy trees are constructed for
the generated datasets. Then, the anomaly detection technique is executed on
each tree to detect anomalies. To calculate True Positive (TP), False Positive
(FP), True Negative (TN), and False Negative (FN), the detected anomalies
are compared with the true anomaly types of policies. TP is the number of
policies that are predicted as anomalies, and are truly anomalies. Furthermore,
the type of detected anomalies and true anomalies should be identical. FP is
the number of policies that are predicted as anomaly, while they are truly valid.
FN is the number of policies that are predicted as valid, while they are truly
anomalous. TN is the number of policies that are predicted as valid, and they
are truly valid. As Figure 2 shows, the accuracy, recall, and precision of all
five datasets are above 87%. Some datasets like DS3 achieved the maximum
accuracy, recall, and precision of 99%, 99%, and 99%, respectively. Moreover,
the observation shows that the FPRs are between 0-7%. It indicates that the
anomaly detection technique can detect almost all anomalies and the overall
performance is high. These promising results indicate the efficiency of our policy
modeling and anomaly detection technique, especially in large datasets.
Furthermore, the building time of policy trees and analysis time of anomaly
detection are shown in Figure 3. In general, the analysis time takes a longer time
than the building time of the policy tree that is reasonable, especially for the
FPR =
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large datasets. The negligible building time and reasonable analysis time make
the tree-based policy modeling very efficient with respect to memory space and
time.

6

Related Work

In the context of policy analysis, policies can be represented as graphs or trees
to efficiently analyze and verify policies by using the tree or graph operations
or features (e.g., graph traversal, graph union). Graph-based anomaly detection
and resolution have been used for ensuring that policy specification fulfills system
requirements and goals [24], [17].
Davy et al. [8] proposed a policy conflict algorithm by using an efficient policy
selection process. The algorithm leveraged the information model to select an
efficient set of deployed policies for analysis. They stored histories of previous
policy comparisons in multiple tree data structures. Their goal was to improve
the performance that relies on the relationships between deployed or newly added
policies. However, their approach was not efficient and smart. It repeated over
all deployed policies to make sure that they did not cause potential conflict.
Mohan et al. [23] determined conflicts and inconsistencies in policies to protect
biomedical data. They viewed biomedical ontology as a resource tree.
The formal method for policy analysis has been investigated [30], [31], [12].
Cuppens et al. [7] proposed a management mechanism for conflicts happening
among permissions and prohibitions. In this approach, rules were grouped based
on the organizations emitting them. This approach can effectively reduce the
number of redundant policies. The model-checking technique that characterizes
the system’s model and specification into mathematical representation was also
used to verify the correctness of system properties. First-order logic language
Alloy [18] and formulae were used to detect security properties, conflicts, and
inconsistencies [21], [4]. Another technique to support consistency checking of
policies was Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solver. The SMT logic solvers
separated the Boolean part of satisfiability checking from algorithms used property checking [32]. In addition, mutation testing [9] has been adopted for policy
correctness [22]. Martin et al. [22] proposed a mutation verification to measure
qualities specified for policy properties. After generating mutant policies having
issues, it was verified if properties were held. When the properties did not hold,
it meant the verification process detected faults in the faulty policies.
Some researchers [29], [28], [27], [10] applied data mining techniques (data
classification and clustering) to detect policy conflicts. Shaikh et al. [29] used a
modified C4.5 classification algorithm that has linear computational complexity
to detect inconsistencies in access control policies. Moreover, Shaikh et al. [28]
adopted different data classification techniques to detect incompleteness in access
control policies. This approach consisted of three steps. First, attributes were ordered and Boolean expressions were normalized. Second, a decision tree (which
was a modification of C4.5) was generated. Third, the proposed anomaly detection algorithm was executed on the decision tree. In clustering-based anomaly
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detection and resolution, policies were decomposed into clusters of rules, then
the proposed approach was applied to each cluster [11].
Different techniques (graph-based, formal method, model-checking, mutation, and data mining) [16] have been explored to solve the problem of conflict
and anomalies in access control policies. However, the computational complexity
of some of these approaches had exponential growth and it could not deal with
numerical and continuous values. In contrast, our policy anomaly detection and
resolution techniques are not expensive in terms of time and space. In addition,
most of the existing approaches were developed in the network management
and RBAC domains rather than the ABAC domain. Although these works are
useful in general, they are not suitable for anomaly detection and resolution in
the ABAC domain. Furthermore, the previous works on policy analysis focused
on some of the anomalies (inconsistency was the most investigated), while the
primary goal of our approach is to detect all types of anomalies (redundancy,
inconsistency, and irrelevancy).

7

Conclusion and Future Work

Enabling internet-based devices with a large number of access control policies
might not provide appropriate security necessarily. One reason for this is the
complexity of managing a large number of policies and potential vulnerabilities.
Policies can contain different anomalies (redundancy, inconsistency, irrelevancy,
and incompleteness). In this work, we have formalized policy anomalies and proposed a tree-based policy modeling that represents, updates, and analyzes ABAC
policies. The policy insertion approach is considerably efficient as it can check
for anomalies in the insertion time and facilitate policy updating. In addition, we
have developed anomaly mitigation techniques based on anomaly formalization
and policy tree modeling to detect and resolve policy anomalies. The experimental results show that the anomaly detection technique can achieve accuracy,
recall, and precision of 87%. These promising results indicate the significant effect of the tree-based policy modeling. Moreover, short anomaly detection time
illustrates the efficiency and effectiveness of our anomaly detection technique. As
a part of future work, we will expand our policy modeling and anomaly detection
technique to support other policy models [33].
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